
 
A mind-blowing summer in Quebec’s mountains 

 

 

Terrebonne, June 22, 2022 – Summer and school vacations are finally here! Families looking for 
great activities will be served this summer.  The trend to develop four-season activities is growing 
in Quebec's ski resorts, with more than 75 summer activities offered throughout the province. 
Whether you are interested in the outdoors, contemplating breathtaking landscapes, swimming, 
active sports or original and unusual activities this summer, there are multiple options to satisfy 
every desire for an escape in our mountains!  

Offer expansion of summer activities in ski resorts 

More and more ski resorts are offering summer fun in the warm season, and the majority of these 
resorts are making great use of their large playground: mountain bike and hiking trails with 
multiple lookouts and observation towers are among the most developed activities in ski resorts, 
with nearly 40 resorts offering this type of development. The rise in popularity of mountain bike 
is undeniable: several resorts are currently developing, expanding and building trail networks for 
all levels and types of practice. Cycling enthusiasts will see new learning zones and pump tracks, 
as well as improvements on existing trails. 

Water parks are also popular for Quebecers looking to cool off in wave pools, water slides and 
wading pools. There are approximately 1.5 million visitors in the nine water parks, the vast 
majority of whom are from Quebec (90%).1  Swimmers will have the chance to discover the new 
Zéphyr River at the Super Aqua Club, an immersive 3D light experience that is bound to be a huge 
success. In addition, Sommet Saint-Sauveur will inaugurate its new four-lane dry slide this 
summer.  

The little and big monkeys will also be served this summer in more than 10 ski resorts where 
aerial courses and zip lines are on the menu. Also, new features have been announced at Mont 
Sutton (Eastern Townships) with the installation of a mountain zip line with turns, a first in North 
America, and at Camp Fortune (Outaouais) with a double zip line linking the two peaks of the 
mountain. This is an opportunity to admire the scenery from the treetops in a thrilling 
experience! 

By combining these summer activities with camping at the summit or base of the mountain or a 
golf game, not to mention unusual and gathering activities such as musical events, disc golf, drive-

 
1 Source : Regroupement des parcs aquatiques du Québec (RPAQ), 2019. 
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in movie parks or a light experience in the evening, Quebecers will be delighted with their 
summer ski resort getaway! All the details are at https://maneige.ski/en/ 

 
About the Quebec Ski Areas Association and the industry 
Founded in 1979, the ASSQ is a non-profit organization grouping together Quebec’s ski areas. Its 
mission is to promote and defend the interests of the ski areas, to foster the development of the 
next generation, and to support the industry to offer skiers and snowboarders memorable 
experiences. Skiing and snowboarding are practiced by about 1.4 million Quebecers.  
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Family mountain biking. Credit : Bromont, montagne d’expériences 
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New mountain zipline with turns. Credit : Mont Sutton 
 

 
Aerial courses. Credit : Camp Fortune 
 
 



 
New Caravaning Zone. Credit : Mont Rigaud 
 

 
Future Zéphyr River at Super Aqua Club. Credit : Super Aqua Club  
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